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Majorca is a beautiful island located along the Valencia region in Spain and you can easily reach the
island through ferry service from Valencia and numbers of discounted flights are also available to
Majorca for tourist. The airport has good transportation facilities and you can easily reach to your
hotel, villa or apartment from the airport.

The hotels and villas in Majorca are remarkable with some best luxury services in the entire Spain.

Majorca Activities:

Majorca Island has a lot of activities to indulge tourists and you can start your exploration of the
island from any of the activity. There are number of sunny and sandy beaches in Majorca with
natural tranquility around the surrounding mountains but there is much more to explore in this small
island.

If you go towards the old towns of Deia, Valldemossa and Soller Port, you will be surprised to see
the beautiful and amazing scenery all around. You can also hire the car to drive around these
neighborhood villages with surrounding mountains and it will be a real thrill and excitement for you.
This place is so beautiful that many world renowned artists have owned their apartments here to
enjoy the holidays.

If you like thrill and excitement then you can also take the bus route from bus station of Palma and it
will be a real fun to watch the stunning scenes of the Coastal road to Deia, Valldemossa and Soller
but if you are afraid of such heights then you can go for a tram from the Soller port and it will be a
great experience too.

Palma de Majorca:

This beautiful city is also worth visiting for its amazing port and the famous marina. There is also a
famous Historical Centre in the city and a number of restaurants, shops and stores to entertain the
tourists along with many more historical sites. Among the famous cultural places one must watch
place is the Palace of the Almudena which is known for the beauty of its design. You can also visit
the Cathedral of Palma which was constructed back in the 14th century on Gothic design.

You can also enjoy the delicious traditional meal at any of the restaurants along the Marina or inside
the city to add fun in your exploration of the city.

There are a number of hotels and resorts along the beach side where you can make your stay very
comfortably as the services are excellent.
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Kerry Thomas - About Author:
Spain offers so many possibilities just browse a villas spain and a spain villa in all its popular
regions and if you are looking for exotic holiday just visit a villa costa brava. Spain will eventually be
the holiday you dreamt of coming true.
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